EYFS Addition
Ensure children understand the concept of
addition as:
adding by combining groups of objects/ amounts
to find how many altogether

WB Calculation Policy
EYFS Subtraction
EYFS Multiplication
Ensure children understand the concept of
subtraction as:
take away (counting back)
subtract two single digit numbers

Ensure children understand the concept of
multiplication as: repeated addition

And doubling

EYFS Division
Ensure children understand the concept of
division as: sharing between

And grouping

Solve problems including doubling.
Practically double a group of objects to find
double of a number by combining then
counting the two groups:

adding by counting on
difference (counting on):
add two single digit numbers
Use objects and pictorial representations orally.
Explore lining up and counting with objects on
number tracks.

Solve problems including halving and
sharing.

Year 1 Addition
Ensure children understand the
concept of addition as combining
groups

Year 1 Subtraction
Ensure children understand the
concept of subtraction as
difference and take away:

Year 1 Multiplication
Ensure children understand the concept
of multiplication as:

Year 1 Division
Ensure children understand the concept
of division as:
sharing between (in to equal groups)
and sharing with- grouping (including
with remainders)
9 sweets are shared between 3 people.
How many do they have each?

Pictures / marks

How many pairs of socks if you have
10 socks?

and counting on

Add 1-digit and 2-digit numbers to 20
Number lines (numbered)
Recording by - drawing jumps on prepared
lines. Children to move on by
constructing own lines

Use objects and pictorial representations with
the words orally and in written form, progress
on to symbols when secure.
Use objects with number tracks and progress
to fully marked number lines, then significant
numbers marked if secure.

Repeated addition (by combining groups)
Number lines (numbered)
Counting back

Counting up

How many children can have 2 sweets
out of this bag of 12 sweets?
How many pairs of
socks do we have in
the washing basket?
Use of concrete objects to model groups of.
Recording on a number line modelled by the
teacher when solving problems.

Year 2 Addition

Year 2 Subtraction

Ensure children understand the concept of
addition as: Combining groups and
counting on

Ensure children understand the
concept of subtraction as:
difference by ‘counting on or up’

exchanging:

Refine to
partitioning the second number only:
23 + 12 = 23 + 10 + 2
= 33 + 2
= 35
+10

23

progressing to larger numbers

Year 2 Multiplication
Continue to ensure that children
understand the concept of
multiplication as repeated addition
(by combining equal groups) and
begin to understand scaling
…progressing to more jumps and
larger numbers using number lines

Linking to arrays- children drawing
arrays for calculations 10 x 4 =?

Year 2 Division
Continue to ensure that children understand
the concept of division as sharing between
(in to equal groups) and sharing withgrouping (including with remainders)

 
  
  
Sharing between

Grouping – There are 6 sweets. How many
people can have 2 each? (How many 2’s
make 6?)

+2

33

35

and take away by ‘counting back’ in
chunks

Progressing to larger numbers and
developing efficiency using larger
partitioned chunks on number lines

Use expanded place value, progressing to
columns alongside concrete apparatus to
support understanding.

develop efficiency using larger
partitioned chunks

Use known number facts and place value
to subtract (partition second number only)
27

25

-2

37

-10

Use hands on equipment alongside the
visual images, progressing to dienes
when confident

Building blocks to written methods:
Use partitioning to simplify
multiplication of two-digit numbers
x by single digit e.g. 13 x 3

progressing to repeated subtraction
Linking to arrays-

40 ÷ 4 =?

Year 3 Addition
Partition both numbers and recombine as
in Y2
Count on by partitioning the second
number only
263 + 136 = 263 + 100 + 30+ 6
= 363 + 30 + 6
= 393 + 6
= 399
Column addition
Strengthening understanding with dienes
before moving to place value counters
(ideal for money) Without any exchanging
first

Year 3 Subtraction
Without any exchanging
(decomposition) using concrete or
pictorial as needed.
Expanded subtraction

Year 3 Multiplication

Year 3 Division

Continue working on interpreting
and drawing arrays for calculations
5 x 6 =?

Continuing work on arrays interpreting
and drawing arrays for calculations
32 ÷ 6 =?

Model the approach using:
-objects progressing to dienes (or
place value counters when secure)
-arrays in place value columns to
improve efficiency whilst moving to
larger numbers
:

Model the approach using hands-on
equipment, progressing to dienes or place
value counters to improve efficiency whilst
moving to larger numbers

Progressing to exchanging and larger
numbers

Understand division as sharing and grouping
15 ÷ 3 can be modelled as:
Sharing – 15 shared between 3 (see Year 2
diagram)
Repeated Subtraction

Grid method:
Formal column method. Children must
understand that when they have
exchanged the 10 they still have 41
because 41 = 30 +
11.

.
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Progress to expanded written methods
only if applicable using concrete or
visual support to aid understanding.

0
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Remainders: 16 ÷ 3 = 5 r1
Sharing - 16 shared between 3, how many left
over? Grouping – How many 3’s make 16,
how many left over?

Year 4 Addition
Reinforce understanding of the expanded
method from Y3, using place value
counters to model
Without any exchanging, then with
exchanging, with decimals and up to 4
digits.

Year 4 Subtraction

Year 4 Multiplication

Year 4 Division

As with Y3, reinforce
understanding of the expanded
method, using concrete equipment
as needed to model and support
progression to more pupils using
the formal columnar algorithm by
the end of the year.

As with Y3, reinforce understanding
using visual and concrete equipment
as needed allowing progression to
larger numbers

As with Y3, reinforce understanding using
visual support (concrete as needed).
Chunking – on a number line:
73 ÷ 4

Grid method:

x
7

20
140

3
21

0
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13

-12 (2X 6)

Without any exchanging
(decomposition), then with
exchanging, with decimals and up
to 4 digits.

Leading to expanded written
methods for 2 and 3-digit numbers
multiplied by a 1-digit number by
the end of the year- use concrete
equipment before simplifying

73
-60(10 X 6) = 12 r 1

Expanded written method:
196 ÷ 6
196 – 60 (6x10) = 136
136 -60 (6x10) = 76
76 -60 (6x10) =16
16 – 12 (6X2) = 4
10 + 10 +10 +2 = 32 r 4

Progression to the formal columnar
algorithm is expected by the end of the
year.
It is a more efficient (streamlined)
version of the expanded method, not a
new method.

Year 5 Addition
With secure understanding of the
expanded method all pupils will be
confident with the formal columnar
algorithm.

Year 5 Subtraction
With secure understanding of the
expanded method all pupils should
progress to the formal columnar
algorithm by the end of the year.

Year 5 Multiplication
Understanding can continue to be
supported using the grid or
expanded methods alongside
concrete equipment (see Y4)

Year 5 Division
Understanding can continue to be
supported using concrete equipment
alongside visual images.
Expanded written method
126 ÷ 5 =
5 126
- 100 (5 X 20)

Place value counters can continue to be
used to support confident calculation with
decimals and numbers with more than 4
digits (see previous year exemplification).

Pupil understanding can continue
to be supported using concrete
equipment so that they can work
confidently with decimals and
numbers with more than 4 digits
(see previous year exemplification). With secure understanding of the
expanded method all pupils should
progress to the formal standard method
by the end of the year, with up to 4
digits multiplied by 1 and 2 digits

I win £200 in the lottery and decide to go
shopping! I spent £79.99 in the first shop,
£54.50 in the second and £24.50 in the
third. How much of my lottery winnings do
I still have?

My shopping trip costs £175.45 in
total. I spent £39.99 in the first
shop, £54.50 in the third, how
much did I spend in the second
shop?

-

26
25 (5 X 5)

1
Answer is 25 r 1
Short Division

With secure understanding of the expanded
method all pupils should progress to the formal
standard method by the end of the year.

Children must understand the
importance of 0 as a place holder in
these examples
It is a more efficient (streamlined) version of
the expanded method, not a new method!

Year 6 Addition
All pupils should work confidently with the
formal columnar algorithm, progressing to
larger numbers and numbers to 3 decimal
places.

I cut 3 strips of ribbon from a 2m length,
the first piece is 65.9 cm, the second is 756
mm, the third is 0.156 m. How much
ribbon have is left?

Year 6 Subtraction
All pupils should work confidently
with the formal columnar
algorithm, progressing larger
numbers and numbers to 3
decimal places.

Year 6 Multiplication

Year 6 Division

All pupils should work confidently
with the formal columnar algorithm,
with up to 4-digit numbers
multiplied by 2 digits including with
decimals

Pupils should work confidently with using the
formal written method for dividing numbers
up to 4 digits by a two-digit divisor
Long division 2544 ÷ 12

I sold my house for £349 950. I
bought a cheaper house costing
£225 500 and a posh new speed
boat! I managed to keep £35 000
for my savings, how much did I
spend on my new boat?

To secure both conceptual understanding and procedural fluency teachers may choose to model the method using the expanded method, pictorial or concrete
apparatus as with previous years.

